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Underlying Contradictions Workshop  
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Introduction / Overview 

This document details the results of 2020 stakeholder convenings and serves as a roadmap for 

focused efforts by White Earth Tribal & Community College going forward. 

The implementation section outines the key calendared accomplishments, and the small teams 

taking responsibility for them. The preceding sections outline the contextual work that 

informed the calendar. 

The implementation section is intended to be a dynamic guide toward efforts moving forward. 

It is a snapshot of the priorities and efforts at a particular point in time and may evolve and 

change over time. Accomplishments might move on the calendar, change, or be removed or 

added. 

The calendar should be revisited and updated each quarter. Implementation steps should be 

developed for the immediate work to be carried out for that quarter. Determine the teams as 

appropriate for each accomplishment.  
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History & Current Environment Scan 

In setting the stage to embark on planning, it is significant to create a “snapshot” of the 

WETCC landscape as it currently exists ~ shaped by the history of the work, people, 

community and their impact on the consciousness and readiness of WETCC to undertake 

planning. 

In this session participants shared information on the history of the College. The group 

generated data and information to discuss this history as it lives in the memories and stories of 

participants. Then, the group conducted a scan of the current reality, drawing out facts, trends, 

advantages and recent accomplishments that frame the environment of considerations and 

impacts on the College’s work. These discussions help set the stage for the creation of a 

practical vision that is grounded in the reality of WETCC and its stakeholder community.  

The shared history was developed by everyone in the group and began by asking participants 

to consider the following focus question:  

What are the decisions, developments, events and experiences that make up the shared 

history of White Earth Tribal and Community College? 
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History Grounding WETCC’s Vision 

Tribe Exercising Sovereignty and Self-Determination 

Pre 1990s 1990s 

• Need (for local college), Desire (to run it 

ourselves) 

• Deb McArthur 

• Pine Point Experimental School, Erma was 

part of (70s) 

• College Presidents  

• Beginning plans to bring a college to the 

communities of White Earth  

• W.E. Tribal leader’s vision 

• Founding of AIHEC (80s) 

• Tribes exercising sovereignty and self-

determination  

 

• Erma Vizenor and Helen Klaussen initial 

vision (early 90s)  

• W.E. had capacity to do it. Culturally based, 

academically rigorous. Vision, Tribal Gov’t 

(97ish)  

• Began on Main Street, Mahnomen 

• The College was non-accredited  

• Helen Klaussen, 1st President  

• Established in Sept. 8th, 1997  

• Casino started, provided capacity 1991 ($$) 

• Classes were held in several buildings  

• T.C. planted the seed. Became a grassroots 

movement (’95 - ’97)  

• Key people for the start of the college, Deb 

McArthur, Helen Klaussen  

• Native American Languages Act 1990 

(allowed Native languages to receive the same 

credit academically as other foreign language 

courses) 

 

• Paul Schultz (COT member)  

• 1994 Tribal College Land Grant- Before this, 

it was the state which left Tribes out  

• Andy Favorite (served in COT & Faculty)  

• Erma – Education Champion  

• Buildings (Downtown Mahnomen) used to be 

scattered - First was built ’97 across from 

library.  

• College was in many different buildings  

• RBC Charter (’97) 

• Opened in grocery store 1997  

• Deb McArthur, 1st employee  

• Grow our own, with our own people 

(philosophy our college was built on) 1997-

2000 

• Helen First President  

• WETCC Had several programs (e.g. Nursing 

Program)  

• COT (council of Trustees) ’97  
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History Grounding WETCC’s Vision (continued) 

Growing Pains- State of Flux, Multiple Buildings, Presidents, Staffing and Accreditation 

2000 2005 2010 

• Nursing Program (2004ish) 

• 1st Graduation 2000 

• Occupied building on Main Street  

• Steve Dahlberg- Worked to get extension 2002 

• Steve worked w/others to get land grant status 

and we became eligible for USDA $$ to begin 

programming  

• Prior to accreditation, other colleges 

recognized and acknowledged classes taken by 

students here (2000) 

• Land grant status 2002  

• Accreditation candidacy by HLC (Higher 

Learning Commission) 2004 

• Scattered, many site locations (constantly 

moving)  

• Free tuition through AIHEC(?) (early 2000s)  

• Nursing Program inspired because we had 

difficulty holding onto the hospital  

• Janitorial duties done by all  

• Changes in technology- New T1 lines 

 

• Accreditation 2008 (Before BSU & MSUM) 

• Many layoffs when we became accredited  

• Tribal Council fired President- Court ruled 

they did not have that authority  

• 1st phase of campus was completed (’09)  

• Decision to locate in Mahnomen 

• Donation of current site by city of Mahnomen  

• Court Case w/Tribe (2008)  

• Acquired land for a new building (2008)  

• 2006-2010 Partnership with University of 

Minnesota- Duluth, Teacher Ed. Program  

• New Campus (2010-2012)  

• Classes are all on WETCC campus  

• The construction of WETCC  

• New Building  

• Waneeta Bennett, Deb McArthur planning 

phase II, Drum Hall  

• Extension office completed (2011, moved in 

2012)  

• 2012 Moved into extension building  

• 2010 1st shovel of Earth at new site  
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History Grounding WETCC’s Vision (continued) 

Growing Up, “We’re Not a Play Pretend College.” Some Old Practices became not 

acceptable anymore (2015-2018) 

Maturing – Adaptable. At this Time 

Expressing Our Creativity to Navigating 

Through Obstacles w/Hard Work and 

Dedication of Staff and Students  

2015 2018 2020 

• Started my journey as a student  

• Phase III/south wing construction was started 

• 2016 moved to current campus wing  

• Strategic plan in place (2016-present)  

• Phase III completed  

• Deb McArthur (retired 2016)  

• All on 1 campus 2016  

• Work with community  

• College offering workshops, cultural etc., 

GED program  

• Lots of staff turnover  

• Differing ideas (sometimes conflicting) from 

staff on how to best move forward  

• Project success  

• Customized education created  

• Summer of ’18- came up with concept of 

custom ed.- skills development- customized 

training and workforce development first 

implemented (9/19)  

• We continue to grow in our student count 

• Employed by WETCC (9/19)  

• Building partnerships with MSUM, UMC, 

NCTC, UMD 

• Culture department added  

• College became financially stable (2018-’19)  

• The Strategic Plan of 2020, “Today”  

• Inclusiveness, welcoming to everyone  

• State Grant Program to help students  

• Every year we continue to grow  

• Turnover is stabilizing, staff and faculty 

continual  

• HLC site visit good- need to strengthen 

assessments 

• Cultural and language hub 

• COVID 

• Highest enrollment ≈145  

• Advancing technology, each classroom las 

cameras, TVs, student laptops, “Owls”  

• Meeting the needs of all students- in person, 

virtual, etc.  

• New funding, CARES funding  

• Telework for 3 months- significant impact on 

us  

• Outdoor graduation ceremony due to COVID 

(pulled off well- beautiful) 
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Current Reality 
 

Environmental Scan: Basic Data 
These are facts, measurable information and statistics about the current reality for WETCC 

• All students live on or near the reservation  

• Higher retention rate  

• PSO student graduated w/AA degree before graduating with high school diploma 

• 85% students are Native  

• Tuition is $143 per credit  

• More female students vs. male  

• Male population of students is increasing  

• No mental health counselor on campus  

• 145 students  

• $600,000 from the Tribe each year  

• CARES funds  

• PELL funds  

• State grant dollars (up to $40k)  

• Federal grants  

• MN student grants  

• BIA/BIE grants  

• MISP scholarship  

• We give AIHEC monies  

• USDA Grants  

• 127 FTE, student tuition waivers  

• 35ish staff & faculty  

• College 23 years old 

• 35 classes  

• Campus & community & ENP gardens  

• 15-week semesters  

• 2 semesters/year  

• Four seasonal camps: Winter Camp, Berry Camp, Rice Camp, Sugar Bush Camp 

• Community workshops: Moc making, hand drum making, painting, sour dough bread, 

jams & jellies, beading, regalia making  

• 1 Team 

• AA degree  

• High unemployment area  

• High poverty rate: 80%  

• Architectural plans to expand (in place), driven by enrollment and program needs  

• Average student age: 33   
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• Cultural & employee waivers  

• Food insecurity & food desert  

• PSO  

• Over 200 hand drum makers in community  

• Higher graduation rate & enrollment  

• Tribal college as cultural & language educator  

• 2 vans  

• Customized Ed. Classes  

• Computer courses  

• Extension  

• Small class sizes (max 25)  

• Food plan offered  

• Day & evening classes  

• Online/ hyflex  

• Computer labs/ student laptops  

• DOE funds  

• DEED funds  

Environmental Scan: Positive (+) Trends 
Trends are shifts or changes that are occurring around us and are not done yet. Positive trends 

are beneficial to our forward momentum, like the crest of a wave that a surfer might ride. 

They provide lift and support our efforts. 

• Procedures being followed  

• Fellow- Ojibwe language  

• 2015-2020 Strategic plan concluding, new one in development  

• Supportive working environment  

• Enrollment increasing  

• Campus garden to address food insecurity/ community & students  

• Traditional knowledge is growing  

• Technology improvement  

• Customized Ed. providing more opportunities  

• Telework 

• No longer a place to earn money instead of an education  

• Welcoming environment  

• Teaching styles have changed  

• Improved technology  

• Improved policies and procedures and safety issues  

• Multi-modal  

• We’re using technology  

• Students are able to get computer  
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• Students can get financial aid  

• Better services for students: Transportation, food  

• Adaptability in the midst of COVID 

• Work study programs  

• Faculty & staff involvement with students  

• Social media  

• Staffing stability  

• Growth  

• Accommodating to working students  

• More class offerings  

• # of students increasing  

• # of faculty increasing  

• Adaptability- preparedness. Overcome what comes our way  

• Support from RBC & COT  

• Financial stability  

• Increased interest in language & culture  

• Imposed student data gathering and analysis  

• More funding  

 

Environmental Scan: Negative (-) Trends 
Trends are shifts or changes that are occurring around us and are not done yet. Negative 

trends present obstacles that hinder our forward momentum. They complicate and diffuse our 

efforts. 

• Amount of staff not being added to  

• Decline in 1st language speakers  

• Turnover in staff  

• Need more help and mobility to deliver food  

• Limited/temporary funding  

• Telework  

• Enrollment increase, NEED for more room/space  

• Not enough qualified staff in our area 

• Public transportation ends at 4:30pm  

• COVID safety issues  

• No Bobcat!  

• Low tuition  

• Trump no’s going up 
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Environmental Scan: Advantages 
Advantages are strengths, resources or expertise we possess that position us to make powerful 

and significant strides. 

• Low tuition costs  

• Local community based- Articulation agreements w/other higher ed. institutions  

• Cultural foundation (inviting environment to students)  

• Small class size (1:1 attention) 

• Emphasis on culture  

• Good academics  

• Accredited through MNTC  

• Geographical location  

• Staff and teachers  

• Teamwork and commitment  

• Tribal programs help accommodate students  

• Anishinaabe language and culture is taught 

• Room for growth  

• Kitchen- good food  

• Nurturing and supportive environment  

• Accommodating to needs  

• Beautiful building  

• Get things done quick – not so many hoops  

• Technology  

• Hyflex/online classes  

• Everyone is from the same community or has connection  

• Location conducive to higher ED partnerships  

• Small college  

• 7 values- Grandfather teachings  

• Cultural teaching/traditions  

• We are accredited  

• Financial aid/grants/scholarship opportunities  

• Broad area that we have  

• Local 

• Know the students and families and any barriers  

• High-flex classes  

• Personal interactions with students  

• Welcoming environment  

• Extension office  

• Close daycare  

• Tutoring available  

• Childcare grants 
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Environmental Scan: Recent Accomplishments (2-3 year) 
Recent accomplishments give us a sense of confidence as we look toward our continued 

achievement. 

• Surveys  

• New gardens  

• Strategic planning with both COT & staff  

• Graduation- higher numbers/alumni  

• Partner with other Tribal Colleges  

• Building additions  

• Policies are written in a timely manner, as needed with life and college circumstances  

• New technology- Zoom/webinars/Populi 

• Accreditation- No longer on probation  

• COVID transition  

• State grant program  

• Higher enrollment, trending decrease at other colleges  

• Cultural program & custom ed.  

• Ceremonies  

• PALs  

• Fulltime faculty  

• IEC plan completed  

• HLC site visit  

• Graduation ceremony/COVID  

• Hyflex classes/COVID  

• Modern technology  

• Culture department  

• Student tech. needs (laptops & wifi during COVID)  

• # of onsite faculty  

• New grants- funding  

• Open & safe after initial COVID, on campus and in classes  

• Data tracking  

• New partnerships  

• Financial sustainability: increasing STAFF sustainability  

• Increase in student count: SP17:70 → SP20:121 

• Increase in FTE count: SP17:70 → SP20:109  

• All staff located in ONE building!  

• Technology improvement driven by COVID 

• Over 200 community/students who know how to make hand drums vs a few  

• # of graduates  

• National clearing house tracking   
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Long Term Service Offerings 

After the initial Strategic Planning session convening at the College, the President asked the Council of 

Trustees to articulate long-term service offering priorities after consideration of who we are, who we 

serve and what we do. 

This is important in order to appropriately prioritize efforts toward building long-term programming & 

capacity and to guide development, growth and outreach efforts of the college. 

On Sept 30, 2020, The Trustees engaged in a facilitated dialog and determined the following long term 

service offering priorities: 

 

• Workforce Development 

• 2-Year Programming 

• Certificate Programming 

• Customized Training 

• Community Workshops 
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Practical Vision  

Everyone owns the vision of the future. We each hold it in our imagination.  In this workshop, 

participants are invited to bring their imagination and optimism to the table and help weave a 

complete picture of how strategic development should impact or support, advance or 

positively impact WETCC and its stakeholders.  The workshop moved the conversation to a 

broader scope, with participants talking about the motivating image of the future that compels 

action. 

Participants were asked to discuss and describe the desired future that would be achieved 

through the work of the Team.  It is this image of the long-range future that inspires and 

motivates progress over time. 

The focus question before the group was:   

What Do We See in Place in 2030 

That Tells Us We Have Achieved Excellence in Our Priorities? 
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Vision 2030 

 

Consensus Vision Statements 
The following statements represent the group’s consensus after discussing the individual elements of the vision.  These Vision 

Elements capture the group’s insight on their collective intent in each arena. The bubbles on top describe the desirable result of 

what the vision elements move WETCC and the community it serves towards. The elements in the center represent the keystone, or 

those elements that provide the strength and balance for the overall vision. The ones on either side are supporting elements. 

Providing Support Services 

Through Partnerships That Enrich 

Student Experience & Empower 

Students to Succeed 

Financially 

Secure to 

Expand & Foster 

Dynamic 

Growth 

Our Community 

is Bilingual & 

Thriving by 

Practicing Our 

Traditional 

Ways of Life  

Stakeholder Informed 

Programming that 

Meets the Needs of the 

Community 

Staff and Faculty Capacity to 

Provide Holistic Student-Centered 

Experiences  

Towards 

Student Success 

Towards 

Academic Excellence Grounded in 

Anishinaabe Culture, Values, & Traditions  

 

Towards 

Holistic Well-Being 

of Staff and Faculty  
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Vision Brainstorm Data 

This is the brainstorm data that was the result of the first round of vision discussions.  It 

represents the ideas of many people.  The bulleted brainstorm data itself does not represent 

the consensus of the group but it is an important link to what people were thinking about as 

they discussed each of these vision clusters.  The groupings and consensus emerged from this 

seed data.  Some ideas are specific; others are more general.  They all help us imagine the 

future 10 years from now. 

PROVIDING SUPPORT SERVICES THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS THAT ENRICH 

STUDENT EXPERIENCE & EMPOWER STUDENTS TO SUCCEED 

• Provide childcare & transportation for our students  

• Student & faculty housing  

• Partnerships: high school, human services (tribal/state), businesses (internships, 

recruitment)  

• Minimize student barriers: childcare, transportation 

• Tiny House Project for housing (for students) 

• Partnerships on res & off throughout state 

FINANCIALLY SECURE TO EXPAND & FOSTER DYNAMIC GROWTH 

• Expand location, Minneapolis satellite site- Reservation satellite sites  

• Second campus in Twin Cities  

• College is double in size  

• Financially secure without tribal government funding  

• College is central hub  

• Extension/Expansion: culture, language, food & research  

• Expand campus- more classrooms & technical training areas/larger class sizes  

• A go to center for research & development. Capital campaigns, fundraising  

• Complete phase 4 -planning 5 

• Self-supporting (no funding from RBC)  

• Expand campus (mahn & metro)  

OUR COMMUNITY IS BILINGUAL & THRIVING BY PRACTICING OUR 

TRADITIONAL WAYS OF LIFE 

• De-assimilation of mindset from colonization thru cultural living/knowledge/action 

• Increase Ojibwe fluency rates for use in classes & community  

• Bi-lingual communities  

• Driving food sovereignty initiative  

• 5 more culture classes: Immersion, drum classes, dance classes 

• 5-year plan for food security 

• Native arts hub: song, dance, art, yoga  
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STAKEHOLDER INFORMED PROGRAMMING THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF 

THE COMMUNITY 

• 400 students  

• State of the art tribal university WETCU  

• Offering more trade classes: electrical, welding, HVAC, carpentry, nursing, automotive, 

beautician  

• Expand types of degrees into masters & doctorates  

• Improvement in financial stability/abundance leading to a decrease in poverty  

• Broaden partnerships w/MN universities for more degree opportunities  

• Tribal food systems degree -with internship 

• College is known for assessment: Statewide, nationally  

• Promote good health, SPORTS: archery, basketball, baseball, volleyball  

• Greater high school involvement leading to greater higher ed. involvement (dual 

enrollment w/all high schools) 

• Positive impact on the community, families wanting to come here  

• More trade & degrees available   

STAFF AND FACULTY CAPACITY TO PROVIDE HOLISTIC STUDENT-

CENTERED EXPERIENCES 

• Our WETCC Workforce development fully staffed to meet needs  

• Build campus workforce  

• Adequate staff to maintain support (50% more than today)  

• 15 or more full time instructors  
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Underlying Contradictions 

The focus of the Underlying Contradictions workshop is analysis. The underlying 

contradictions workshop asks the question: 

What are the Obstacles  

Blocking Us From Realizing the Vision? 

Honest dialogue is required for this clear-headed analysis of the organization’s issues. The 

group’s analysis of contradictions is at the heart of this workshop. Participants grappled with 

the issues and obstacles blocking the Team’s Strategic Vision and determined that there were 

five underlying contradictions. These are shown in the swirl on the next page moving from 

the most disruptive at the center to the least disruptive. 

 

Underlying Contradictions Data 

 

UNDEFINED VISION LEADS TO UNUNIFIED SENSE OF PURPOSE WHICH 

CONTRIBUTES TO WEARING MULTIPLE HATS AND HIGH TURNOVER  

• Staff wear too many hats 

• High staff turnover: Unqualified staff, low salary  

• Weakened definition of the vision  

• We tend to only see our side of the operation and we fail to see our role in the bigger 

picture  

• Unfamiliarity with skill of planning leads to crisis mode in community and among staff  

• Same responsibilities as large institutions (so many hats) 

• Unrealistic goal setting  

• Not all staff are available to participate in strategic planning process 

• Small pool of capable language/culture teachers   

COMMITMENTS OF COLLEGE TO DEVELOP INFRASTRUCTURE IS HINDERED 

BY LIMITED ABILITY TO ACCESS FUNDS  

• Underfunded Cultural Budget  

• Abandoned transportation and mental health for students  

• Campus technology can’t accommodate expansion 

• Narrow focus on programming (populi, classes) 

• No grant writers- limited funding  
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TRAUMA * (We Acknowledge It. Will strategize To Respond To It) 

• Self-fulfilling prophecy, Student self-narrative, “I can’t do it”  

• Trauma from systemic oppression 

• Poverty fuels insecurity and creates division  

• Inaccessible employment, childcare, transportation 

• Navigating two diametrically opposed cultures  

• Trump’s terrible leadership, voter education  

CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATION WITH COMMUNITY DOESN’T HIGHLIGHT 

PROGRAMS OFFERED OR QUALITY OF EDUCATION COLLEGE PROVIDES  

• We don’t have a clear system for potential donors to give money  

• We don’t have a niche identity, “keystone” (known for specialty program) 

• Advanced culture/language classes inaccessible  

• There’s not a sense of what we are preparing students for  

• An AA may not open the door to employment 

• Industry needs employees, but they’re not coming to us. We approach them† 

• “Giving back” is not explicitly stated in our charter, mission, policies or procedures† 

• The word “Tribal” in our name causes people to think we’re only for Native students† 

RECRUITING QUALIFIED PROFESSIONALS IS HINDERED BY 

UNCOORDINATED OUTREACH, MESSAGING, STAFF SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

AND HOUSING  

• Underutilization of partnerships  

• Tribal Government instability disincentivizes qualified applicants  

• Housing availability for new staff is limited or non-existent  

• Outreach for hiring professional staff isn’t fully channeled through communication  

• Uncoordinated response to specialized needs & limited professional experience to 

respond 

• Difficult finding qualified people for big positions that need to get filled. † 

• Low number or qualified pool of higher ed people in the community† 

  

 

† Added post-session by College President and Council of Trustees 
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Contradictions “Swirl” 
The issues identified are plotted onto this swirl with those that are the most distracting at the 

center and working their way outward: 

 

 

 

UNDEFINED VISION LEADS 

TO UNUNIFIED SENSE OF 

PURPOSE WHICH 

CONTRIBUTES TO 

WEARING MULTIPLE HATS 

AND HIGH TURNOVER 

COMMITMENTS OF COLLEGE 

TO DEVELOP INFRASTRUCTURE 

IS HINDERED BY LIMITED 

ABILITY TO ACCESS FUNDS 

TRAUMA 

RECRUITING QUALIFIED 

PROFESSIONALS IS HINDERED BY 

UNCOORDINATED OUTREACH, 

MESSAGING, STAFF SUPPORT 

SYSTEMS AND HOUSING 

CHANNEL OF 

COMMUNICATION WITH 

COMMUNITY DOESN’T 

HIGHLIGHT PROGRAMS 

OFFERED OR QUALITY 

OF EDUCATION 

COLLEGE PROVIDES 
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Strategies for 2020-2022 

In this workshop participants developed potential actions that could be taken in the next two 

years to launch WETCC’s Vision. The group then wove those action elements into strategies. 

The group identified actions that launch vision activities and actions that address the 

contradictions.  The strategies then came together through group dialogue, which in-turn, led 

to consensus statements describing the strategic approach to the work moving forward. 

The focus question answered by participants is: 

What Strategic Actions Can We Take 

That Will Address The Issues And Launch The Vision? 

 

PROMOTING MARKETING 

• Create motto about living and working here!  

• Highlight benefits of living here on job announcements  

• Create & implement marketing/promoting team 

• Give back – it’s not stated though “we are the community” † 

• Staff service – volunteering / representing. give back† 

• Community service requirement for staff – community ambassadors, able to dispel 

rumors† 

CULTIVATING PARTNERSHIPS  

• Prioritize outreach into high school in the community (SPEO)  

• Interactions between staff, faculty, student senate rep.- should interact once a month to 

broaden main focuses & brainstorm 15 before COT meetings 

• Strengthen partnership with RE: RBC grant writing, promotion of school, hiring grads 

•  Invite partners and funders to campus (build relationship)  

• Coordinate, make connections with businesses/stakeholders to create opportunity for 

students 

• Graduate quality students to enter the workforce† 

• Provide space to community for events† 

• Partner with local agencies to meet their needs (Housing, boys/girls club, hospital, etc)† 

  

 

† Added post-session by College President and Council of Trustees 
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STRENGTHENING PROGRAMMING 

• Educate incoming faculty/staff on unique challenges students face here  

• Grow our own- professionals 

• Create one great keystone program (sciences) – most funding available 

• Promote student success hub  

• Identify workforce demands: research business, compile data, start new programs  

• Teach different explanatory styles to reroute defeatist-thinking/self-narratives & redirect 

to a growth mindset 

• Hire Grants Director to write and manage grants* 

• Conduct salary schedule review* 

• Organize Professional Development Cohort for Supervisory staff - planning, managing, 

etc. * 

• Review and improve process to provide adequate pay for work being done* 

• Provide Middle Management training - Grant Manager, FT CFO* 

• Hire Finance Director* 

• Hire FT Bookstore Clerk* 

• Institute managers for each of the Directors* 

• Hire middle managers and more coordinators* 

• Hire student success coach (float) * 

• Hire FT Indian Studies History Faculty* 

• Hire FT Computer/First Year Experience (FYE) Instructor* 

• Offer customized training programming† 

• Integrate community service as a graduation requirement† 

CONNECTING HOUSING  

• Implement on-campus housing  

• Utilizing social media, Facebook marketplace, housing staff and students  

• Build a call list (contact list) for home sharing rentals 

SECURING & INCREASING FUNDING  

• Raise tuition  

• Initiate fundraising to build staff capacity  

• Make technology infrastructure a priority in future campus expansion  

• Implement phase 4 of building/campus  

  

 

* Added post-session by College President and Executive Management Team 
†Added post-session by College President and Council of Trustees 
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REVITALIZING CULTURE 

• Renew community interest in traditional foods (implement more programming)  

• Create local Ojibwe language team  

• Promote language revitalization to gain ownership  

• Prioritize cultural and extension college and community programming  

• Invite our community to take part in teaching (culture/language) in any way they can to 

increase participation, improve mindset & increase morale 

• Set up sweat lodge† 

DEVELOPING INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH 

• Develop centralized data collection system/repository (with backup)  

• Complete meeting HLC assessment requirements  

 

† Added post-session by College President and Council of Trustees 
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Strategic Opportunities 
The group was asked to review the two year strategies and determine the arrangement with 

regards to creating new opportunities, building momentum or involvment and strategically 

carrying out the overall work to achieve the vision of the group.  The group acknowledged 

that ALL of the strategies are significant in the effort to move ahead and arrived at the 

following arrangement of two- year strategies.   

The front of the arrow represents that effort which creates breakthrough opportunity for 

WETCC; at the center are those which produce critical mass in the effort; at the rear are those 

strategies which create lift and stability to assure distance in the trajectory of the work. 

 

REVITALIZING 

CULTURE 

CULTIVATING 

PARTNERSHIPS 

DEVELOPING 

INSTITUTIONAL 

RESEARCH 

STRENGTHENING 

PROGRAMMING 

PROMOTING 

MARKETING 

SECURING & 

INCREASING 

FUNDING 

CONNECTING 

HOUSING 
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Implementation  

Achieving meaningful change is a long-term effort that requires the coordinated, persistent 

involvement of many to launch the work that paves the way for community readiness, asset 

deployment and collective support and contribution to the process.  

In the implementation workshop, all participants are asked to identify what work needs to be 

done to move each of the strategies ahead as well as identify which piece of the puzzle they 

will work on to support the whole group’s effort. Participants self-selected onto small work 

teams, and mapped out the timeline of effort they will undertake – individually and together – 

to build momentum toward achieving their vision of the future.  

The timeline calendar lists the major accomplishments that will advance the mission, 

priorities and development of the College into the future. The work is defined and taken on by 

small teams that represent the spectrum of departments and leadership.  

This information is supplemented by the planning sheets of the small teams, spelling out who 

will do what in the first quarter of the calendar year to begin achieving and accumulating 

small successes that move toward the desired future articulated by the whole group.  

The following page provides a guide to all the fields on the implementation sheet, followed by 

filled-out implementation sheets from the task teams in the strategic planning session. A blank 

planning sheet is also included to assist small teams in continuing to meet, update small team 

plans and map out further tasks for implementation.  
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Implementation Sheet Guide 

Accomplishment: 

This is the accomplishment listed in the calendar 

Implementation Steps: 

Step-by-step actions to achieve this 

accomplishment. 

Step: list the specific action that needs to be 

taken 

When: Put a DATE. When will this step be 

completed. No “ASAP”. 

Who: Put a specific person’s name who is 

responsible for doing this step. Only put names 

of people who are on the team. Anyone outside 

the team is not aware of the task, not bought in 

and has not committed responsibility. 

If the step needs to be taken by someone 

outside of the team (e.g. Another department, a 

community member, etc), then add that 

person’s name to the “Collaborator” box, and 

the step here should be “Talk with XXX about 

doing this step”, and the Who should be 

whoever’s going to talk to them. 

Special 

Considerations: 

Factors that might 

impact the efforts 

that need to be taken 

into account. (e.g. 

holidays, vacation 

schedules, etc.) 

Resources Needed: 

Special equipment or 

resources needed to 

carry this out. 

Collaborators: 

People outside of your 

group that need to be part 

of this effort. Could be 

people from another 

department, or 

community members, 

etc. One of the steps 

should be to reach out to 

this person and secure 

their involvement 

Team: 

Those of you on the team 

that are taking on this effort. 

Champion: Choose a 

Champion from the team, a 

person who will be the point 

of contact, and put their 

name in the bottom section. 

The champion is not the one 

responsible for all the work – 

they are the primary point of 

contact and reporting to 

about progress and reports 

progress to the rest of the 

team and other stakeholders. 
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18 Month Implementation Calendar – White Earth Tribal College 

Task Team Q1 – Oct-Dec 

2020 

Q2 – Jan-Mar 

2021 

Q3 – Apr-Jun 

2021 

Q4 – Jul-Sep 

2021 

Year 2 

2021-2022 

Capacity 

(Corn) 

✓ Amber F. 

✓ Brian D. 

✓ Gina M. 

✓ Jane B. 

✓ Jen M. 

✓ Kurt H. 

✓ Leslie S. 

✓ Lorraine L. 

✓ Luke W. 

✓ Michelle W. 

✓ Paul P. 

✓ Theresa D. 

• Have a comprehensive 

marketing plan 

(w/outside consultants) 

• Providing more support 

services for our students 

e.g. mental health 

(student success) 

• Enhancing our website 

• Apply for grants to 

secure funding for 

Phase IV 

• Strengthen 

relationships with 

area high schools.  

ABE programs in 

surrounding areas. 

 

• Community 

engagement  

• Adding staff to keep 

pace with growth 

 

• Secure funding & 

engineering to 

complete Phase IV 

(Classrooms) 

Educational 

Programming 

(Squash) 

✓ Allen D. 

✓ Carlene H. 

✓ Indosa M. 

✓ Jessica AP. 

✓ Kim T.  

✓ Lorna L. 

✓ Page L. 

✓ Rachel C. 

✓ Renae L. 

• Define & prioritize 

Trade & Medical 

Certificates 

 

• Childcare certifications 

(CDA) 

 

• Medical Certificate 

Courses: CNA, CHW, 

Peer recovery 

support, peer mental 

health worker, EMT, 

First Aid & CPR 

• Continuation of 

summer programming 

 

• 2 year fully online 

programs 

• Define & prioritize 

Trade/certificates –

Carpentry, plumbing, 

heating/duct work, 

electrical, housing, 

welding, automotive 

 

•  
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18 Month Implementation Calendar – White Earth Tribal College (Continued) 

Task Team Q1 – Oct-Dec 

2020 

Q2 – Jan-Mar 

2021 

Q3 – Apr-Jun 

2021 

Q4 – Jul-Sep 

2021 

Year 2 

2021-2022 

Traditional 

Community 

Education 

(Beans) 

✓ Bob S. 

✓ Brenda W. 

✓ Dana G.. 

✓ Diane M. 

✓ Jacob M. 

✓ Jim U. 

✓ Lisa B. 

✓ Sammy B. 

✓ Stephany M.  

✓ Tammy B. 

✓ Whitney B 

• Submit Healthy 

Foods/Healthy Lives 

Grant for Feasiblity 

Study for food security 

plan aka self sustaing 

food for rez.   

•  Create materials to share 

with the community that 

has daily 

terms/conversations with 

both English and Ojibwe 

- in progress  

• Offer an Ojibwe 

Language Certificate- 

development 

 

• Gardening 101 

workshops- "How to 

Garden", " Maintaining 

a Garden", and 

"Harvesting from your 

Garden" -Planning 

phase  

• Native Medicines - 

planning phase  

• Continuation of 

summer programming - 

Lisa, Jim, Tammy 

planning phase 

• Community workshop 

planning phase  

• Create materials to 

share with the 

community that has 

daily terms/ 

conversations with both 

English and Ojibwe 

continue  

• Gardening 101 

workshops- "How to 

Garden", " 

Maintaining a 

Garden", and 

"Harvesting from your 

Garden" - Start  

• Native Medicines - 

Start  

• Continuation of 

summer programming 

• Community workshop 

- start  

• Create materials to 

share with the 

community that has 

daily terms/ 

conversations with 

both English and 

Ojibwe continue  

 

• Community 

workshop- continue  

• Native Medicines- 

continue 

• Gardening 101 

workshops-continue  

• Create materials to 

share with the 

community that has 

daily 

terms/conversations 

with both English and 

Ojibwe continue  

 

• Agriculture Course 

- Year 2? LISA  

• Create materials to 

share with the 

community that has 

daily 

terms/conversations 

with both English 

and Ojibwe 

continue  
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Other Brainstormed Accomplishments

Educational Programming – Squash (Shade 

the Ground) 

• Welding Automotive and CNA Certificate 

programs 

• See more trade classes like carpentry and 

plumbing and heating." 

• Offer certification programs like plumbing, 

duct work etc 

• bring more marketable skills-trade school-

Electricians, plumbers, housing, etc. 

• Introduce more Business and Education 

courses to strengthen current 2yr Assoc 

Degree 

• Work with employers and training students for 

positions that are needed (MNDOT) Student 

Retention-tutoring, funding sources, childcare, 

transportation, time management class 

• Classes: short language, traditional teaching, 

enhanced writing, zoom 

• Mini Conferences 

• On-the-job-training / internships 

• Develop academic programming and 

partnerships to provide better career prep for 

students. 

• Develop new accredited certificate and trades 

programs. 

• Community programs or clubs to get more 

people excited about library services 

• Community engagement 

Traditional Community Education – Beans 

(Provide nitrogen) 

• Designing course (clothing for ex.) 

• Reach out to the local schools for 

universalizing Ojibwemowin curriculum on a 

K-12 basis.  

• Community workshops 

• Hold a minimum six bootagaan making 

workshops in various communities on the 

reservation 

• Work with our partners in MN and WI to each 

grow corn, beans, squash (3 Sisters) and share 

seeds/recipes with each other, 

• Rotating planting/growing each year 

w/partners to build inventory and to increase 

diversity. 

• Hold a minimum six bootagaan making 

workshops in various communities on the 

reservation 

• Mini Conferences 

• Art 

• Traditional Clothing 

• Community engagement 

• Reach out to tribe & community to expand 

cultural artifacts area in library (for students & 

community) 

Capacity Building – Corn 

• Be self sustaining as a college through 

enrollment, donors, or other funding sources 

• ALC Program 

• Recruiting & retaining quality staff for all FT 

positions 

• Promote desirable aspects of living and 

working here 

• Facilities for additional programming 

• Invite community in for a mock college day 

(marketing) 

• Move forward with building the other wing 

(infrastructure) 

• Rearranging the library to be more open as a 

student hub (infrastructure) 

• Housing (staff & student) (infrastructure) 

• Hire a staff member focused solely on 

marketing 

• Relationships with media (marketing) 

• Open up more social media communication 

(marketing) 

• Working with students to have them design 

posters (marketing) 

• We need something that makes us better than 

other local colleges (marketing) 

• Internships (student success) 

• Student housing – assess need (student 

success) 

• Secure private fundraising (financial security) 

• Increase tuition (financial security) 
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Participants, White Earth Tribal & Community College Strategic Planning 

September 3 & 4, 2020 

Name Title / Role Email 

Allen Derks Instructor Allen.derks@wetcc.edu 

Amber Fox Admissions Recruitment Coordinator Amber.fox@wetcc.edu 

Brent Gish COT Trustee gishbd@arvig.net 

Brian Dingmann Academic Dean Brian.dingmann@wetcc.edu 

Carlene Hisgun IT Help Desk Instructor Advisor Carlene.hisgun@wetcc.edu 

Dana Goodwin COT Trustee Dana.goodwin@wetcc.edu 

Dean Johnson COT Trustee Treasurer Dean.johnson@wetcc.edu 

Diane McArthur Extension Supervisor Diane.mcarthur@wetcc.edu 

Gina Murray Interim Finance Director Gina.murray@wetcc.edu 

Indosa Montoya 

Jacob McArthur 

Jane Berg 

Joan LaVoy 

Employer Liaison 

IT Coordinator 

Librarian/Student Success 

COT Trustee 

Indosa.Montoya@wetcc.edu 

jacobkmcarthur@wetcc.edu 

Jane.berg@wetcc.edu 

Joan.lavoy@wetcc.edu 

Jen McDougall Special Projects Director Jen.mcdougall@wetcc.edu 

Jessica Asher Phillips HR Tech Jessica.ap@wetcc.edu 

Jim Uran 

Joan LaVoy 

Cultural Coordinator 

COT Trustee 

Jim.uran@wetcc.edu 

Joan.lavoy@wetcc.edu 

Joy Annette Trustee niimidaa@aol.com 

Kim Turner 

Kurt Halvorson 

LeAnn Person 

Leslie Scott  

CE Coordinator 

Security 

COT Trustee Secretary 

Finance 

Kim.turner@wetcc.edu 

Kurt.halvorson@wetcc.edu 

Leann.person@wetcc.edu 

Leslie.scott@wetcc.edu 

Lisa Brunner Co-curricular Director Lisa.brunner@wetcc.edu 

Lorna LaGue President Lorna.lague@wetcc.edu 

Lorraine Lufkins Registrar Lorraine.lufkins@wetcc.edu 

Luke Warnsholz Executive Assistant to the President Luke.warnsholz@wetcc.edu 

Michelle Warren Financial Aid Coordinator Michelle.warren@wetcc.edu 

Nathan Jensen 

Neil Klinkhammer 

Building Maintenance 

Maintenance 

Nathan.jensen@wetcc.edu 

Neil.klinkhammer@wetcc.edu 

Page Lhotka P2P Page.lhotka@wetcc.edu 

Paul Pemberton Facilities Manager Paul.pemberton@wetcc.edu 

Rachel Cukla Executive Assistant to the Deans Rachel.cukla@wetcc.edu 

Renae LaChapelle 

Samantha Brunner 

Admin Assistant 

Bookstore 

Renae.lachapelle@wetcc.edu 

Samantha.brunner@wetcc.edu 

Stephany Morgan Language Revitalization smorgan@rc.edu 

Sue Heisler COT Trustee Chair Sue.heisler@wetcc.edu 

Tammy Bellanger 

Theresa Donner 

Extension Coordinator 

Greeter 

tbellanger@wetcc.edu 

Theresa.donner@wetcc.edu  

Whitney Bodle Faculty Whitney.bodle@wetcc.edu 
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Facilitators, Indigenous Collaboration, Inc. 

Paul Kabotie Facilitator pkabotie@indcollab.com 

Lesley Kabotie Facilitator ljkabotie@indcollab.com 

Sidney Kabotie Facilitator / Documentation skabotie@gmail.com 

 


